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Don't Gripe If You Don't Vote
By BONNIE GHEEN
Often some challenge or
problem can be met and solved
only by using the highest caliber
of thinking that we can marshal.
This involves looking at the
appearances and coming to
conclusions based on known
premises. However, there is the
higher dimension that we often
overlook. We need to let the mind
work free from bias of precedent
<>r methods used in the past. We
should learn to let our minds
connect with the free-flowing
intelligence available to us. This
is a sound, practical way to find
new, creative solutions.
Ralph Rhea
On December 2, 1976 the
student body will be voting for
those candidates they think will
best represent them
on
Legislative Board, Judicial
Board, Residence Board, Student
Union, and the Intramural
Athletic Association. The few
students who stepped forward to
lake on the challenge of running
for an office will be looking to the
students for support and
ultimately for their vote.
Students can find out who the
candidates are and why they are
running by reading the requestto-run forms posted in the New
Smoker. Those running for an
office took the time to fill out the
forms so please take the time to
read them. Campaign speeches
will take place on November 30,
1976 in the Gold Room of
Lankford.
Candidates
for
chairman and vice-chairman will
give a speech and those running
for minor offices will be

introduced. Following the
speeches students will have the
opportunity to question the
candidates.
In the past elections those
candidates running for chairman
and losing have had the option of
dropping down and running for
the vice-chairman position.
Elections
Committee
has
amended its constitution so that
those candidates running for
chairman and losing will not be
able to drop down to the vicechairman slot unless the position
is vacant. Elections Committee
felt those running for chairman
had an unfair advantage over
other Candidates who are not
allowed to run for any other
position once they lose. Also, it
did not seem fair to those
candidates that chose to run in
the vice-chairman position from
the beginning.
Those students not running for
an office can still get involved in
Student Government by running
for a representative. Four
students from the sophomore,
junior, and senior class are
picked to represent the students.
Two day students are elected to
serve on legislative Board. Two
students for the sophomore,
junior, and senior class are
elected to Judicial Board. There
is
one
day
student
representative. Any student
interested in becoming a
representative should attend the
class meeting during the week of
November 29, 1976.
Elections are the way to get
people in office that are going to
represent you the students. If you

Flu Vaccination
The regular "flu shots" for this year will be given on
Wednesday, November 17, and Thursday, November 18, in the
College Infirmary to any student, faculty or staff member who
wishes to be vaccinated. Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 12 noon and 4:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Charge: $1.00 per person. Anyone who has had
the swine flu vaccination should wait at least two weeks before
having the regular flu shot. Call 392-9331 if you have any
questions. There will be an opportunity to have the shots in
December if you cannot do it at the times scheduled.

Swine Flu Vaccination
The U. S. Public Health Office will administer the swine flu
vaccine at the scheduled time at the local public health office in
Farmville. Members of the student body may go to the public
health office between the hours of 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. on any
Wednesday to have the swine flu vaccination.

do not attend the campaign
speeches to find out what the
candidates views are and if you
don't vote then you should not
spend Hie next year complaining
about everything thai is wrong
with the school. This is your
chance to try and change all
lhose things you think should be
changed. The only way to bring
about any kind of change is to
seek out those candidates who
are also interested in a change.
Those members of the student
body who do not take the time to
find out what elections are about
are the ones who are going to
suffer the most in the upcoming
year. This is your chance to do
something about what goes on in
the school. Don't let it be just
another event at Loogwood but
rather something that is going to
bring about good results for the
school.

Sunday dinner attire
(Ion struct ion projects
Drinking in Sorority Chapter rooms
Add-drop figures
Procedures on obtaining college bus
Coeducation
Infractions and penalties of
Judicial and Residence Hoards
Student Counselors
ETC. ETC. ETC. ETC.

Jewelry And Metalsmithing Exhibit
Comprehensive And Naturalistic
By SHARON CONNOR
The art of metalsmithing and
jewelry making is on display in
the Bedford Gallery through
November 19th. This display
belongs to Mark Baldridge, a
faculty member of the Ixmgwood
Art Department who teaches
crafts, metals, design, jewelry,
and metalseminar.
Mr. Baldridge's educational
background in art started at the
State University College at
Buffalo where he attained a B.S.
in art education. Then he
continued on to earn a M.F.A. in
metalsmithing and jewelry at
Cranbrook Academy of Art. He
has attended workshops at other
institutions and has entered
many art shows where his
exhibitions have gained much
recognition.
Nature influences many of Mr.
Baldridge's ideas and concepts of
art. He does not duplicate forms
found in nature, but strives to
create beautiful shapes in metal.
He feels that often, like nature,
his creations do not lend
themselves to the human touch.
Mr. Baldridge also feels that
metal is the best material to
execute his forms and ideas that
possess him. "Metal, like any
material, possesses certain
inherent qualities—if it is strong
and durable, and therefore can be
elongated into very elegant forms
that would be impossible to
execute in other media. Unlike
most materials, it can be polished
to a very smooth and beautiful

reflection that has appealed to
man since the beginning of
time."
He
finds
metal
extremely frustrating at times,
but because of its inherent
qualities, believes metal to be the
only material through which
forms, ideas, and expression can
be created.
By sitting down in front of a
sketch pad, Mr. Baldridge can
begin to draw, creating an idea
for metal design. For each design
that is actually created in metal,
there remains between one and
two hundred that are never
utilized. All of his work in the
exhibition is original and has
been worked on over a span of 13
years.
Two chess sets complete with
inlaid and carved boards, wine
cups, salad sets, champagne
goblets, sterling and rosewood
sculptures, a coffee server, salt
and pepper shakers, bracelets,
rings, pins and pendants are
included in this visual testimony
of
the
artist-craftsman's
versatility.
Preliminary design drawings
from Baldridge's sketchbook are
also featured. Baldridge states
that he has "attempted to make
the exhibit as comprehensive as
possible, beginning with the
initial ideas and designes,
explaining the technical aspects
of creation, displaying some of
the tools of the trade, and finally
exhibiting some of the finished
objects."

The capstone of the exhibit, in
terms of the number of manhours involved, is the "Nature's
Imperial Garden" chess set
sterling chess pieces on ;m
ornately carved rosewood board
inlaid with walnut and sumac,
mounted on a carved walnut
base.
Iteldridgc estimates that he
spent 1900 to 2000 hours on the
hoard alone, with some 100 hours
invested in each chess piece. This
work will be used for exhibition
only. It is scheduled to no next to
Phenix, Arizona, and then to
Seattle, Washington, for the
Goldsmith's conference
The grandeur of the chess set is
balanced by the fluid beauty of
the sterling and rosewood sculptures and the intricacy of the
jewelry pieces, some mounted
with
sapphires,
citrine,
tanzanite, opal, and other stones.
Baldridge purchases most of
his raw materials gold, sterling,
woods, stones from New York
and Michigan. The sumac used in
his chess boards, however < aim
from a tree cut from his father's
land in New York.
One display case in the gallery
contains objects created during
the period from 1963 to 1969
Baldridge states that they are
included "to document the
changes which ocurred in this
metalsmith's many years of
working. These early pieces are
generally
small,
twodimensional, and aesthetically
and technically simple."
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Judicial Board Search Procedures
Business-Like And Warranted

Another
Challenge
Each meeting of the Board of Visitors brings an
opportunity to raise questions and suggestions
concerning the phases of college life. The concern of
many, however, is that suggestions often go unheeded.
What real purpose does it serve for students to form
committees, research, gather input, and propose
changes, when many of these changes are stifled as
they go through the various channels? Student
members of Legislative, Residence, and Judicial
Hoards carefully went through the handbook last year
and suggested changes and deletions. Did any of these
changes actually appear? A description of penalties
appears in a listing of general terms; both Residence
and Judicial Boards requested a separate listing of
their penalties in their specific sections. Many
regulations are outdated and unheeded and were
deleted in the hoards' revisions. Yet most still appear
in the final handbook. What good does it do for students
to gather input and propose what the student body
wants? There is good communication between the
boards and the administration. But communication
and a sincere working together are two different ideas.
It serves no purpose to speak for student involvement
when ideas are overruled. Final ratification of open
house hours was approved by students and Legislative
Board early this semester. Has final approval been
given yet? Granted, the Hoard of Visitors must vote on
it. hut is it necessary to wait until the last minute to
prepare the proposal.' Several ideas that have been
suggested by students and considered worthy of being
looked into by the boards have suddenly been dropped.
Promises ol 'we re looking into it" are abundant at
encounters with the administration, whether it be at a
board meeting or a pi ess conference. It was hoped last
spring by the Student Activities Fees Committee that
lh< > would be given partial control over the
contingent \ reserve. To date, no definite answer has
been given as to the possibility of this. Varying
answ ers are given to quest ions, and there seems to be a
lack ot simple, straight answers
Student-administrative communication is a strong
point on this campus, The potentials could be doubled if
this communication was straight-forward and based
on trust. The student body is not radical. It is primarily
apathetic. The tew who are openly involved ask
quest ions to benefit the college, not to trick it or trap it
into saying something it shouldn't. Coeducation has
brought new ideas out into the open, but few changes
have been proposed because of the feeling of why
bother. Why should a few students stick their necks out
and push tor change and press for answers when the
student body is not concerned enough to find out the
questions ' Perhaps if a genuine relationship were to
develop between the students and administration, then
attempts to bring change would not seem so futile.
There are students willing to develop this relationship.

By RUTH BOURNE
Over the past few weeks
concern has been raised by
students about the workings of
the Judicial Board, specifically
search procedures. It is the wish
of the Board to clear up this
matter.
In the event that a preliminary
investigation warrants a search,
permission must be granted by
the President of the College.
Before the President will grant
this type of permission, he is
aware of the facts brought out
through
a
preliminary
investigation. Hearsay evidence
is not enough to warrant a
search.
The search is conducted by the
Chairman and Vice-Chairman
only after special permission has
been granted. The student who's
room is being searched during
the informal investigation is
always extended the courtesy of
knowing who is searching his

room and the specific reason for
the search. He also has the right
to remain present during this
time.
All proceedings of the Judicial
Board are thorough and carried
out in a business like manner.
The student is always considered
innocent until proven guilty.
The Judicial Board is a branch
of the Student Government and is
run by elected officers and

members. If you have any
suggestions for changes become
involved with the Student
Government and voice your
opinions. Change comes through
hard work and your support.
If you have questions
concerning the Judicial Board
contact the Chairman or the ViceChairman. The Judicial Board
challenges you to become
involved.

1

Stuff the Bus .
LONJGWOOD

Legislative Board
Discussions
A controversial issue was
decided at legislative Board
meeting, November 8. After
discussion and deliberation, the
board voted to not allow a
candidate who lost the
chairmanship of a board in
Major-Minor elections to drop to
run for the office of vice
chairman, unless that office is
unfilled.
In other action at the meeting,
Stuff-the-Bus tickets were passed
out and members listened to
representatives of both a men's
and women's group interested in
starting a fraternity and sorority,
respectively, here on campus.
Student Government has nothing
to do with the procedures of
fraternities or sororities,
however, so no action was taken
in respect to that discussion.

S+ukks Ma
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-w/n a rockirw chairStuff-The-Bus For
Scholarship Fund
By MARY LOUISE PARRIS
All aboard the Longwood Golf
Bus to answer the questions: How
many people can you actually
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stuff into a bus9 The Student
Government Association is
sponsoring the Stuff-the-Bus
Contest to be held Nov. 16
'todayi, after birthday dinner.
Students, faculty members,
administration, and Student
Government Board members will
file onto the bus until it is full to
the brim. Whoever has guessed
the right number will win a
nicking chair. In order to register
your guess, i or guesses I a ticket
150 cents) must be bought and
filled out.
Any
Student
Government Board member has
the tickets legislative. Judicial
or Residence Board member).
All money raised in the contest
will be given to the Herbert R.
Blackwell Scholarship fund. The
Blackwell Scholarship is
awarded in the spring to a
freshman who has shown unusual
accademic achievement.
So come on out after birthdav
dinner on November 16, buy a
ticket, guess how many people
can be squeezed into the golf bus
and have a good time watching
the results.

Placement
Figures Near
Completion
By MARY LOUISE PARRIS
"The 1976 Placement Report is
as good as last year's," says
Nikki Fallis, Director of
Placement for Ixmgwood. Ms.
Fallis said that all 422 graduates
have been contacted by the
Placement Office and the report
is in the final stages of
completion for the November
Board of Visitors meeting. The
full report will be printed in The
Rotunda after the Board of
Visitors meeting.
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Blue Roses And Suffering
Characterize 'Glass Menagerie'
By WILLIAM C. WOODS
"When you look at a work of
delicately-spun
glass,"
Tennessee
Williams
has
remarked, "you think of two
things: how beautiful it is, and
how easily it can be broken." The
Glass Menagerie is, and is about,
such looking and such work. Last
week's production of it by the
I^ongwood Players obeyed the
author to a T—making it
beautiful, and breaking it a little.
The thing is quintessential
Williams: a minatory father,
grown most potent in his passing,
cripples a deserted wife, whose
sunny memories defeat a lifeless
daughter and tangle up the will of
a "poetic" son. A gentleman
caller fetched from the mother's
past to marry the daughter's
future may save them all. . .but
he has a lady of his own,
moreover lives as deep in
memory as the rest. No exit. The
caller, bluff and brainless, wellintentioned, underlines Laura's
isolation, breaking the glass
unicorn's horn only to fix it more
firmly to her own forehead. Tom,
the brother, curses but can
escape; Amanda lives in
recollection thick as day. But
Laura, whose lameness is mainly
a metaphor for her aloneness,
has nowhere to go except to the
dark at the top of the fire escape,
once she's blown out her candles
in answer to her bedevilled
absent brother's prayer. It's all a
bit pat, but it's pretty.
Like much of Williams' much
worked-over work, The Glass
Menagerie has an interesting
history. Its origins are to be found
in his short story, "Portrait of A
Girl in Glass," as well as in a film
script, "The Gentleman Caller,"
which MGM rejected in the early
40's when Williams was
unhappily a contract writer
there. Its roots, of course, are so
deep in the playwrite's life that
only high art could fully cut the
bonds that link family to
character and history to
theatrical event. Williams
suffered Wingfield's shoe-store
servitude in St. Louis. His own
sister Rose went mad, collected
glass. His father could have sat
for the absent parent. His mother
wrote a book to deny she was-is
Amanda.
All this is worth noting,
because autobiography is a
young writer's worst vice, the
assumption that his sufferings
are worth recording his besetting
vanity. Williams took the dare
and won. So said the New York
Drama Critics Circle Award of
1945. So has said the received
wisdom of 30 years.
The play, then, is an American
classic — stifle a yawn. Time has,
in a way, been as unkind to it as it

has been true to time's sewer,
memory. The thumbprints of
apprenticeship are all over this
little play: the forced poetry of
the prose, the unflagging
faithfulness to undigested
autobiography. Too, Williams'
later work, with its convoy of
violence and void, has busted up
I^aura's little animals a bit, as
though to suggest that grief
shrunk to the size of four coldwater walls is not emotion
enough on which to found a major
reputation.
And yet. The Glass Menagerie
hangs on, fodder for small
theater groups (few actors,
single set), both footnote and
keynote to a brave career. Few of
Williams' other plays show his
distrust of audiences or his
reliance on actors more clearly;
few show as quickly the core of
caring and decency that give his
work its claim on future fortune.
The distrust is made clear in
his production notes, which call
for a screen where words and
images ("blue roses" and blue
roses, say?) are to be flashed,
presumably to remind an
audience that it has been
awakened to a dream. This
device is rarely used in
performance; Long wood correctly skipped it.
The importance of the actors is
made clear in the play itself. The
language is coy and pedestrian,
but full of truth; thus Williams
repays hardworking actors with
a chance to give his play a
majesty the text only outlines.
i Indeed, it may be that he is our
greatest playwrite because he
never offers more than half a
play; he knows he theater has
many mouths to feed.)
Unfortunately, the acting in
this production was not often
equal to the play. Glenn Iieftwich
— as narrator, brother, and son
— read his role with an athletic
authority that ran precisely
counter to its requirements: the
psychic stresses Tom Williams
built into Tom Wingfield, poet on
the lam, need to be expressed
with neurotic delicacy, not
Oedipal truculence. On the other
hand, Leftwich was funny and
convincing in his battles with his
mother — the play's best role,
given to this production's best
performer, Patti Carr, the only
member of the cast whose work
consisted of more than one
dimension.
Amanda is a difficult,
rewarding character — a wholly
insensitive woman whose
continuing crime is to drown her
daughter in her own flirtatious
past. Yet she has tenacity,
dignity, a passion for family that
terrorizes her son and doubtless
drove away her husband. Her

fussiness crumbles only under
the force of her own vision of
romance, the "plantation life"
she was bred for and denied. She
is a type, but more, a personality.
Williams wrote her with anger
and kindness, and Carr played
her with a full understanding.
The part of Laura, while
pivotal, is less demanding; Bene
Blake was adequate in it, and
sometimes touching. Alan Boone,
as the gentleman caller, offered a
properly vulgar performance,
but somebody should have told
him that shipping clerks in St.
Ix)uis in 1945 didn't wear long
hair and sideburns, not even in a
dream.
Patton I^ockwood's direction of
the play was adroit and evenhanded. Benjamin Emerson's
setting and lighting, and Trish
Howland's cosutmes, were
equally appropriate.
The only really false note in the
production came from the
strange intrusion of a song
written especially for it by Jacqui
Singleton, a routinely "pretty"
number that sounded like an outtake from a Barbara Striesand
movie. Williams' script profits
from the ambient sound of period
melodies; it doesn't call to have a
hole hacked in it, all action
senselessly stopped to make
room for a few bars of 70' s
sentimentality.
In the end, this offering fell
somewhat short of the Longwood
Flayers' funky, exuberant
reading of Twelfth Night earlier
this year; in fairness, it's a more
demanding play, and if the
players gave more a recollection
than a finished performance, who
will call that the worst way to
remember a meditation on
memory? Blue roses are in order
to the cast and crew for their
determined struggle with it.
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Patron Saint Joan Of Arc —
Respected Or Demeaned
By DEBBIE MOUL
She loved religion. She loved
war. She loved France. She loved
humanity. She had a reverent
soul. She was the seventeen year
old peasant girl of Domremy who
led the French army into battle
with the intention of driving the
English from France and of
obtaining the crown for it's
rightful owner, the Dauphin
King. She succeeded. She was
Joan of Arc.
In searching for a gift that
would embody these ideals of
leadership, the Joan Circle,
Alpha Delta Rho, finally selected
the equestrian statue by Anne
Hyatt Huntington, an honorary
member of the sorority.
Attributing to the fact that
bronze was so very expensive,
the statue was given as a gift to

S-UN
has
substituted a concert in Jarman with Glassmoon on
Wednesday, November 17, for the scheduled mixer
on November 18. Come hear the heavy sound of
Glassmoon at 8:00 p.m. Longwood students $1.00,
Guest $2,00.

Tuesday, November 16, 1976

Longwood College b) theGorham
Company, publishers «»f tinstatue, and by Mrs. Huntington's
husband,
Archer
Milton
Huntington. In April of i<>27. the
statue was accepted by Dr
Jarman and by members of
Alpha Delta Rho and thus placed
on the colonnade in front of the
college.
Contrary to popular belief,
there exists only three original,
yet large, statues of this form In
Ihe world; one in Fiance; one on
Riverside Drive; and one in Mrs.
Huntington's native state.
Longwood College possesses a
mere four-foot copy of this statue.
It has been established that we
students of Longwood College are
supposed to love the equestrian
statue of Joan of Arc and look up
to it as embodying the ideals of
life and leadership. Yet,
somehow, it seems difficult to
respect or idolize a statue
covered with dust and dirt. If
Joan of Arc plays such an
important role in this particular
establishment, then why hasn't
there been some action taken by
the administration to clear away
the cobwebs that flow from her
posterior to the saddle and those
in her crotch?
Halloween night added the final
touch when Joan of Arc was seen
riding on to victory with a pumkinon her head. Tsk! Tsk! Where
is the respect?

Dr. Rosemary Sprague
"The Phenomenon of Queen
Elizabeth I"
November 16 —7:30 P. M.
Wygal Auditorium

Dr. David Stein
"Children of Grief"
November 16 —7:00 P.M.
Bedford Auditorium
Sponsored by Kappa Delta Pi

Semi-Formal Christmas Dance, featuring The Prophets December 3,9 p. m. — 1 a. m., singles —
$2.00, couples - $3.00.
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BISEXUAL/HOMOSEXUAL:
What Is It And Why Is It
A large percentage of gossip on homosexual relationships, homosexual, has a choice of
the
number of either hiding her feelings, or
I.ongwood's campus concerns however
openly acknowledging them and
predominantly
homosexual
homosexuality-not necessarily
suffering the consequences. In
females
in
the
United
States
is
what constitutes a homosexual or
Our Bodies, Ourselves, a group
between
1
and
2
per
cent.
why
a
person
chooses
One of the biggest problems the of lesbians explained their
homosexuality but... who is and
situation like this: "lesbianism
who isn't. Unfortunately for homosexuals must face (besides
is not a physical characteristicthe
fact
that
their
behavior
is
some, we will not be dealing with
unlike the quality of being black
considered
socially
who is and who isn't, but will
or being a woman. So most of us
unacceptable
i
is
stereotyping.
hopefully explain homosexuality
have the choice either to be
so that people will understand it Male homosexuals are imagined
to
be
"feminine"
in invisible, by passing as straight,
and the homosexual better.
appearance and behavior, while or to be open. If we decide to be
First, what is a homosexual' lesbians are pictured as very openly gay we often become
According to Female and Male masculine in behavior and vulnerable to physical and
Homosexuals are individuals appearance... "bull
dykes". psychological harassment. We're
whose sexual attraction is to Masculine-Feminine or Human labeled sick, sometimes kept
members of the same sex and states that, 'Queens' and "bull away from kids, maybe fired
whose pleasures in the everyday dykes' do exist, but they from our jobs. If we keep our
aspects of living are enchanted comprise a relatively small, if gayness hidden we are constantly
by sharing them with a member conspicuous, proportion of subjected to the insults and
of the same sex. They still remain practicing homosexuals. What embarassment of being assumed
cither female and regard their possible reason would they have to be heterosexual: gynecologists
partners as female, or male and for being attracted to an want us to use birth control,
regard their partners as male." impersonator of the opposite sex friends want to "set us up" with
This differs from bisexuals in rather than a member of it? boys, men make passes at us.
that (again Female and Male) From the perspective of a sex More important, our lives often
•bisexual individuals enjoy close role orientation, homosexuals are become filled with the fear that
emotional relationships with drawn to members of their own others will find out. We may be
cither sex, with crushes, sex because they find their blackmailed-for money if we
infatuations, and love, which behavior more appealing, and-or have it, for favors and
may or may not lead to they reject those of the opposite information if we don't."
pleasurable physical sexuality, gender because the behaviors
Job discrimination, which is a
depending on the mutuality of the and attitudes characteristic of problem for all women is a big
feeling. There are a number of that sex are in some way problem for lesbians. Since gay
individuals who, over the years, offensive or repellent to them." women have no male supporter,
grow into or out of a period of
In
comparing
male they are very dependent on their
hisexuality, or who, because of homosexuality to lesbianism it is jobs. lesbians are faced with
societal pressures and a desire safe to generalize that female double discrimination if they are
for personal, emotional stability relationships evolve more from openly gay. They are usually the
discard hisexuality for either ihe
emotions and
male last to be hired and the first to be
homosexuality or heterosexuality relationships from the physical. fired.
as a permanent life style."
Females become lesbians
In a society where a woman's
There is no single cause of primarily because they find they main concern is catching a man,
homosexuality. One is born with develop
more meaningful people have a difficult time
neither
homosexual
or emotional attachments to other accepting the fact that a woman
heterosexual tendencies, but with females than to males, and such may make an alternate choice.
Ihe capacity to respond sexually. relationships eventually come to To willingly live without the
Personal experiences are the he expressed in sexual terms. mental
and
physical
det cr in i na n t s.
Fam ily Unlike
lesbians,
male companionship of a man is
socialization has perhaps been homosexuals seem to be incomprehensible. The lesbian,
over-emphasized as a cuasc of considerably less frequently also destroys the myth that a
homosexuality. While it is an involved in long term, loving
woman needs a man. Woman in
important factor in determining dyad. Their sexual encounters, Sexist Society states "lesbians
a person's sexual preference, it is like those of straight' males, are are the women who potentially
not the single cause. Parents likely to be many, fleeting, and can demonstrate life outside the
have limited control over the exploitative. The one night stand male power structure that
sexual outcome of their children. resulting from a pick up at a gay dominates marriage as well as
Other forces outside the home, bar, or what one author referred every other aspect of our culture.
such as experiences with peers to as a "market mentality,' is far
As attitudes towards human
also aids in homosexuality. If a more typical of male than female sexuality change, so do the
person has meaningful, overt homosexuals. In general their attitudes towards homosexuality.
homosexual play during W just hehavior reflects the masculine
"While homosexuality (Female
prior to adolescence, he or she is emphasis on sex divorced from and Male) is still labeled as
more likely to be homosexual. emotional commitment; sex used criminal behavior in many
According to Female aud Male for status, dominance, and so states, there appears to be an
Most overt homosexuality forth." i Masculine-Feminine or emerging consensus that this
among males occurs between Human?
form of sexual behavior is no
puberty and age ll>; most of the
Lesbianism,
female more the law's business than is
icst occurs before age 20. That is, homosexuality, is of major other sexual behavior among
ihe incidence itself of one or more concern to Longwood ( as consenting
adults...The
.ids occurs pretty much between I.ongwood
is
still
a increasing willingness of people
the aues of 12 to 13 and 25. But the predominantly female college), to identify themselves as
meat majority of these acts do and shall be the main concern of homosexuals, suggests that the
not lead either partner to become this article henceforth. "In our sanctions and social control
steady homosexuals. Among society (Masculine-Feminine or mechanisms against
females, the incidence is not Human?)
males
have homosexuality are rapidly
nearly to confined to early considerably more prestige, breaking down, just as they are
adolescence, but is spread rather power and freedom than females. breaking down or have broken
evenly until age SO." In essence, It is likely that given the higher down in other areas of sexual
homosexuals are homosexual prestige of the masculine role, behavior." Tangible proof of this
because they are more attracted homosexuality and sissyishness is in the fact that psychiatrists
to members of their own sex.
may appear as a kind of betrayal, and sociologists no longer label
Although
many
people while
lesbianism
and homosexuality as a form of
experiment with homosexuality. tomboyishness may appear as mental disorder but as a
the number of predominant more or less understandable deviation from the norm.
homosexuals is surprisingly imitations of a superior status
The rise of homosexuality and
small. Between one-quarter and role. This would help to explain hisexuality has caused us, not
one-third of adult males of the far greater social antipathy to only to re-evaluate our attitudes
college background have had at the former than the latter." towards that particular subject,
least one overt homosexual While male homosexuality but towards human sexuality in
experience, however only 4 per evokes disdain, lesbianism general. We are now free to
cent of college educated white evokes pity and a form of recognize that the forms of
adult males are predominately understanding—although this sexual love, or the gender, "do
homosexual. Between 15 to 30 per understanding does not mean not matter when compared to the
cent of unmarried college acceptance.
dignity of persons and their
educated females have had
The lesbian, like the male capacity for trust".

June
It just happened one afternoon
As we were walking home
posters in hand
on our way to day care
for Jesse and Raphael
"Do you think you'll ever have children?"
she asked me
My mind swelled with memories of my mother
asking when I wanted to settle down and have a family
memories of teaching retarded children
memories of wanting a baby so he'd stay with me
memories of needing a child to keep the loneliness away
Thinking of my sister alone with her son
Thinking of now
Thinking of who I have become
of whom I live with and whom I love
Thinking of loving women
of loving her (June)
"Do you think you'll ever have children?" she asked me
I felt the dam breaking
flooding my body and mind with warm liquid energy
alive and real
Rita
(taken from Our Bodies, Ourselves, p. 92)

HIS Story
This interview was conducted with a student of a college in
Maryland. The person interviewed is a male age 20. He has known of
his bisexual tendencies since high school.
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF BISEXUAL OR
HOMOSEXUAL?
"Bisexual, because I'm attracted to both sexes, but it really
depends on the person.
WHEN DID YOU DISCOVER YOU WERE BISEXUAL?
High school.
HAVE YOU HAD RELATIONSHn»S WITH BOTH SEXES?
Yes.
ARE YOU INVOLVED IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH A MALE AT
THIS TIME?
Yes.
DO YOU HAVE ANY GUILT FEELINGS ABOUT THE
REUmONSHIP?
No.
DO YOU GO ALONG WITH THE BLATANT HOMOSEXUAL
ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS "GAY BARS," THE "GAY LIBERATION,"
FTC?
Yes. It's not a product of the gay world, it's a product of society's
pressures. There is little or no difference between gay bars and
straight ones except for biological sex of clientel.
DO YOU FREQUENT GAY BARS?
Yes.
DO YOU BELIEVE IN HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGES?
Yes. However; it would not include the typical marital goals. It
would include a mutual sharing of responsibilities.
BO-YOU FORSEE THAT TYPE OF FUTURE FOR YOURSELF?
No. I'm not looking for any specific future.
DO YOU SEE THE POSSIBILITY OF HETEROSEXUAL
RELATIONSHIPS IS THE FUTURE?
Oh, sure! It's possible.
ARE THERE ANY ADVANTAGES PN HAVttJG HOMOSEXUAL
RELATIONSHIPS?
Yes. There are no pressures or possibility of pregnancy. There was
that pressure with a past relationship with a woman and that was one
of the major reasons for the break-up.
DO YOU FEEL THAT MALE HOMOSEXUALS ARE
CONCERNED MORE WITH THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF THE
RELATIONSHIPS AND FEMALES THE EMOTIONAL?
Ideally, I would like to say, no; but from my experiences men are
definitely more likely to be out for "one night stands" and women are
more for emotional experiences.
DOES YOUR FAMILY KNOW?
Yes, but they totally ignore it. It's assumed it'll go away. I don't
hide it from my family; I just don't volunteer information.
DO YOU THWK IT'LL EVER BE LEGALIZED?
Yes. That also includes repeal of sodomy laws, which involves
both homosexuals and heterosexuals. But that doesn't mean society
will accept it. America's too Puritainistic.
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Compiled 1>\
Anne Sounders and Susann Smith

An Essay By A Student

This interview was held with a Longwood student. The person
interviewed is female and 20 years of age.
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF HOMOSEXUAL OF BISEXUAL?
"I hate classifying things — bisexual, I guess. I'm attracted to
both sexes."

I know not why you paint for
yourself such false portraits but I
will not let you throw a veil over
my masterpiece. I am Gay. I am
your sister-brother. I grew up
HAVE YOU EVER HAD A RELATIONSHD? WITH A MAN?
with you. we went to the same
Yes, but not a sexual relationship.
schools and shared the same
HAVE YOU EVER HAD A RELATIONSHD? WITH A WOMAN? piece of candy. You have laughed
Yes.
with me. cried with me, you have
WAS IT SEXUAL?
accepted me as your friend. I am
your mother-father, I have cared
At times.
HAVE YOU HAD A HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHD? WITH for you, and loved you as you
have loved me. You have
MORE THAN ONE PERSON?
accepted
me as an extension of
No.
all people just as you have
WHEN DID THIS RELATIONSHD? BEGIN?
accepted yourself. Yet, when I
Sophomore year.
dare to acknowledge to you my
DID YOU HAVE GUILT FEELINGS?
true self, you become judge, jury
No. If it's a relationship based on love — I don't see why there and guilty verdict all in one. Yes,
should be any guilt feelings.
I am guilty, I'm guilty of honesty
DID THE FACT THAT YOU WERE AT AN ALL-GIRL SCHOOL and a very real kind of love.
What's the penalty, I'll gladly
INFLUENCE YOU?
accept it. But you no longer see
Possibly. I think there's a lot of environmental influences.
me, only the stereotypes society
ARE YOU STILL HAVING THIS RELATIONSHD??
has placed upon me. You see only
Yes.
COULD YOU HAVE A HETEROSEXUAL RELATIONSHD?
NOW?
No. Its not that I'm not attracted to men, its because I'm happy the
way I am. The reason I wouldn't go back is because I'm not ready to
end this relationship.
DO YOU CONSIDER THIS A LASTING RELATIONSHD??
Yes. I wouldn't be in it if it wasn't.
WHAT PROBLEMS DO YOU FORSEE IN THE FUTURE?
Social pressures — but there's nothing that can't be coped with.
DO YOU CONCEAL IT?
Yes. A lot of my friends could be hurt. If my family were to find out
they couldn't accept it. Friends too, but it's more family. Really, it's
nobody's business — it's private!
DO YOU BELIEVE IN BLATENT HOMOSEXUALITY? GAY
BARS, GAY LIBERATION MOVEMENT, ETC.
No. I don't think it belongs in public. I don't need the sense of
security of being in a group that will socially accept it. It's cheaper to
buy drinks in the liquor store anyway.
DO YOU BELIEVE IN HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGES?
I believe two people can commit themselves in the eyes of God.
Personally I feel that He thinks it's all right. Homosexuals aren't going
to be judged by God as a group — they'll be judged individually.
HOW MANY PEOPLE DO YOU THINK ARE GAY AT
LONGWOOD?
40-50 per cent. A lot of people are overtly homosexual on this
campus. I think a lot more people have entered into homosexual
relationships but have not felt the need to make them public.
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the"! AM NOT", and not that "I
AM".
I refuse to let you deny me my
right to sexual preference, my
right to choose who I may love.
Kove is the element involved
here. To love another being
(regardless of Bex), ai I love
myself isn't to be damned, but to
come to terms with my own
identity as a very real existence.
We. the gay people in
confidence that we build a more
perfect unity, must rise up and be
heard. We musl become a part of
the whole. We have allowed
ourselves to be oppressed by
"'straights" into a world
unbearable by even the strongesl
of men. We must come out of the
closets into the streets, to uphold
a flag in ourselves for liberty, and
eliminate the malice brought
upon us.

Be determined to stand up and
be heard, to announce a new
revolution with a whole new
generation of revolutionaries
Remember that we have a
purpose, and let our purpose find
us as revolutionaries in a quest
for moral justice.
We the people i and I emphasize
we) must search for all Ihe
knowledge we can We must
refuse to let the illiteracy of
others oppress us, and overci me
the blinders that won't let others
see that we are beautiful.
To gain this security we must
seek full) lo be ourselves, onl> to
gain the rights and freedom thai
was ours from birth. We must not
be dominated by a society so set
in its ways as u> deny that we are
people loo. We mutt bring about a
change-We The People-The Ca\
People

Sexual Preference
Causes Problems

In mid-September Bob Elkins,
a University of Virginia student,
was called into the office of the
president, Frank L Hereford.
The purpose of the meeting
involved Mr. Elkins' position as a
resident advisor of Hancock
dormitory.
The
president
requested Bob to resign due to his
involvement with the Gay
Student Union. It was felt that the
two positions conflicted. Mr.
FMkins did not resign and an ad
hoc committee was formed to
investigate the situation. This
committee, made up of faculty,
administration and students,
questioned such people as Elkins'
senior resident, the Assistant
Dean of Students and Vice
DO YOU FEEL THAT SEX PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN A President for Student Affairs, all
of which supported Mr. Elkins'
HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHD??
competency as an advisor.
The public looks at it that way. I can't speak for anybody else's
relationship - but to me sex is the last thing you should build a
relationship on.
DO YOU ENJOY THE SEXUAL PART?
Yeah — but I would also do without it. I don't think you can single
out the sexual aspect because its just one facet of the whole
relationship.
ARE THERE ANY ADVANTAGES OVER HAVING A
There is a large number of
HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHD??
organizations concerned with the
No.
IF YOU HAD THE CHANCE TO DO IT ALL AGAIN, WHERE homosexual sect throughout the
state of Virginia and the country.
WOULD YOU BE?
One such organization is the Gay
I'd be where I am. I'm happy.
Student Union of University of
DO YOU THINK IT WILL EVER BE LEGALIZED?
Virginia. The organization's
There is a general movement — in politics too — to do away with purpose is two-fold; educating
moral standards when it affects two consenting adults with the and assisting the homosexual in
exception of adultery. It depends now on persons own moral values dealing with society as it is now
and conscience. I'd like to see it legalized, but it really doesn't matter. and educating the community in
IS YOUR RELATIONSHD? A COMMITTED ONE?
homosexuality. The organization
Yes. A union between two people based on love — and believing is in no way political, according
to president, Peter Breahm, it
their right is a marriage — marriage means a union.
provides the gay students with a
Within the United States thirty-two states have laws
helpful guide in dealing with a
concerning homosexuality, sodomy, and fornication. Eighteen
straight society.
states have removed such laws from the books. Five states will
At present, the Gay Student
be considering repealing such laws in the next year.
Union
has
received
In 1973 the Michigan Court of Appeals found that the home
"recognition" status from the
life of two lesbian mothers did not interfere with the "proper
college. They have been denied
upbringing" of their children. In the last year a lesbian mother
funding status and are now trying
in Texas lost custody of her children because of her sexual
to appeal the decision.
tendencies.
The membership includes
I,ast spring the United States Supreme Court upheld
approximately forty active
members. Its projects involve
Virginia's sodomy laws.
speaking to various classes about
At present, the National Gay Task Force is providing a
different
topics on homoconsiderable lobbying force to put through an amendment to the
sexuality.
Their
present
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to include homosexuals.

The decision of the committee financially by his family.
The second reprocussion was a
was
in
Elkins'
favor
letter
written
b)
the
unanimously. This was elevated
by considerable support of Commonwealth Attornej of
Students, individually and in Petersburg, Richard l. Jones. He
formal groups. There were even wrote the letter both as a
alumnus
and
such calls as a massive concerned
Commonwealth
Attornej
of
resignation of other resident
advisors should the final decision Petersburg. Indluced in his letter
be a negative one. This was not was a reference to Section 1H.2ol
the
(tide
ol
necessary,
the
president 361
Virginia
I
would
think
it
is
your
supported the committee and Mr.
Elkins was allowed to retain his duty to explain to the people ol
position as resident advisor Virginia just how you on the one
hand aci epi or permit ;i "gay" of
pending further review
This was not the end of the "homosexual" at the University
case; however, there were two of Virginia without, in the same
reprocussions of the incident. breath excusing or condoning the
Due to the publicity the student crime of sodomy." His comments
received, his family had to he told included that a student of this
of his sexual preferences. The type was not needed at the
University.
result was that he was disowned
rtcsponsc to the letter and
He is no longer supported
comments bj Jones included a
letter to the editoi in the
Richmond
Times-Dispatch.
November 11. 1!)7»» written In
Franklin E. Kameny, Ph.D.
Bob Elkins still works with the
<ia> Student Union and retains
Ins position as resident advisor of
schedule for the semester Hancock dormitory liecau.se ol
includes ten educational projects the incident; however he has had
and three dances. A seminar on to endure considerable publicity
numerous (facets of "gay" life). and criticism resulting in his
is scheduled for November 29, M family disowning him
and December 1. At this time
they are working on sponsoring
different speakers to come to the
campus in the future.
As far as acceptance within the
campus, the students in general
and a large part of the
administration acknowledge the Female and Male
need for the organization. Mr.
Breahm describes the group as Masculine-Feminine or Human?
a place where gay people can
meet and (an become more The Second Sex
comfortable in dealing with their
sexuality, society and their Our Bodies, Ourselves
peers. It is not intended to pull
people "out of the closet". When Woman in Sexisi Society
asked about the future of the
group. Breahm stated that The Bichmond Times Dispatch
society's ideas would have to
change and the attitudes would Newsweek
have to lighten for the group to
obtain a higher degree of Bedhook
prestige; however, they should
have no problem maintain status
as a service orjjaaizaUon.

G.S.JJ. Receives
Recognition

Credits
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Voice-Opera
Workshop Held
At Longwood

Tuesday, November 16, 1976

Winter Fashions For Guys And
Girls I)isphired At Fashion Show
By SANDY HAGA
Tuesday night Longwood
students got a glimpse of winter
fashions for guys and girls at a
fashion show in the Gold Room.
The Fashion Fundamentals Class
and the Longwood chapter of the
VHEA
(Virginia
Home
Economics Association)
sponsored the show.
Longwood
students
and
Baldwin's Department store
provided fashions. Clothes for
the classroom, college games, a
skiing weekend, a Hawaiian
vacation, and holiday occasions
were included in the show. Terry
Cochran and Becky Bass
introduced the models and
described their outfits. Student
in.dcls were Rhonda Kiggins,
Beverlj Harvey, Jane Tonstall,
Sue Middleton, Cheri d'Butera,
Dawn Cajii'.r Cathy Jones.
Diana Nickels, Betsy Willielm
Sallie Pleasants, Mac Tyler, .Ian
Bennett, (iinn) Andrews. Cheryl
.In Boys, Darlene
Maries*

Fmma Blakenship, Dwight
Smith, Kyna Norton, Annie
Imrie, Leila Austin, Anne
Stephens, Gary Fain, I/oretta
Brinkley, Debbie Eichel, Becky
Bass, Richard Osborn, Toni
Peoples, Mike Markley, Carol
Fdwards,
Daphne
Trent,
Frances Hall, Faye Johnson,
Donna Taylor, Terry Garmer,
Susan Gentry, Linda Burgess,
Russ Tomlin, Robin Compton,
Terry Cochran, Donna O'Connor,
and Mike Dunleavy.
Linda Webb presented 20 door
prizes. Gifts included coupons
from Mc-ponalds, two necklaces,
a sweater, two study pillows, a
plant, an earring caddy, a silver
tray, an Olivia Newton John
album, a flashlight, a Parker
pen, and an electric clock.
Following the show there was a
reception in the ABC rooms.
Handmade items such as a hat
and scarf set, embroidered
pillows, and a rug were
displayed.

Racquet Repair Service
Offered On L.C. Campus
With

the

permission

and

cooperation of the Longwood
College Inundation Board a
tennis racquet repair service is
being offered to the I-ongwood
College Community. The repair
service is run by Ruth Bourne,
who worked for the Classic
Racquet in Hopawell this
summer, when- she learned to
string tennis racquets.
The repair service has been set
up in the Forty Love clubhouse
which is used by the Ixingwood
Tennis Team. If you have a tennis
racquet that needs to be restrung
or have a grip replaced, you can
have it all done here, on campus,
in just a few hours.
Professors, students, and
tennis team members have
already taken advantage of this
on campus service. Miss Harris,
a member of the Physical

Education Department staff is
looking into the possibilities of
having a stringing demonstration
held for some of her advanced
tennis classes.
If the demand for these
services proves to be great
enough, it may be possible for the
college to purchase a stringing
machine. In this way it would be
able to offer these services to the
college community at cost.
Students could be trained to use
the stringing machine and the
experience could help anyone
seeking a tennis teaching job at a
country club or a tennis specialty
shop. It could possibly provide a
job for a student seeking
financial aid. The possibilities
are limitless, after all tennis is
growing fast in popularity and
many aspects of the field are
opening up.

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
PfiOMa 392-4154

By SHARON CONNOR
The
Longwood
Music
Department held a Voice-Opera
Workshop on November 4 and 5 in
Molnar Recital Hall. The guest
artist was Dr. Genevieve
McGiffert who is the Chorus
Master of Virginia Opera
Company in Norfolk.
Dr. McGiffert, who has much
experience in opera, started
working with music voice
students that already had learned
the music, but needed staging to
complete the scenes. Miss Norma
Williams and Miss Barbara
Burdick,
voice
teachers,
assigned each role to the
students. Most of the roles were
double and triple cast in order for
each student to have the chance
to work with Dr. McGiffert. After
two days of intense rehearsing,
adding up to approximately
fifteen hours, students were
chosen by Dr. McGiffert to
perform on the evening of
November 5. The program
Chi Phi Omega Hopes To
included scenes from Puccini's
"La Boheme," Mozart's "The
Become A Longwood Fraternity
Marriage of Figaro," and
Menotti's "The Old Maid and the
Thief."
stiffen
and
go
in
circles
(both
the
By TOM DeWITT
Having a guest artist of Dr.
Legislative
Board
and
Since mid September an
McGiffert's
caliber to come to
interested group of Dmgwood Administration were passing the Ixmgwood is an important step
men have been meeting with the buck between themselves as to forward
for
the
musicwho would take the first steps to
intent to start Ixmgwood's first recognize us) the Longwood department. She not only worked
fraternal organization. It started
with
the staging, but also
out to be an organization of 24 College Fraternal Interest Group explained the importance of the
members at the first meeting but was tired of being called such (we
scenes and how to motivate an
dropped to only 5 at the second. had still not reached interest
status)
and
thus audience through movements
However, since that time the soon group
and facial expressions. Since all
established
themselves
as
a
local
to be recognized fraternity has
Alpha
Chapter,
Chi
Phi
Omega.
rehearsals were open to the
established a nucleus of 14 men
public the performers had an
Since
that
time
Chi
Phi
Omega
who are ready to pledge a
audience at all times, aiding the
national when the opportunity has recruited Mr. Barree and Mr.
Tennant to fill the role as learning of these techniques.
arises.
advisors
and
Through a lot of hard work on
In early October the first sponsors,
answering
questions
pertaining
Dr.
McGiffert's part and extreme
officers for the fraternity were
enthusiasm
and co-operation on
to
taking
steps
to
becoming
a
installed with Mike Markley as
national. CPO has come a long the student's part, Fridaypresident and Jubal Ackerson as
way. Already it has been planned evening's performance was a
Vice-president. Little did they
know that troubles lay ahead for that Pledge classes will be held great success. Two scenes, "The
them with writing constitutions, for the second semester and with Marriage of Figaro" and "The
battling the administration with these pledge classes comes the Old Maid and the Thief," were
red tape, and getting the run- growth of interest. I doubt that humorous and left the audience
around
from
various Chi Phi Omega will be the only laughing. "La Boheme," being
organizations on campus. It has fraternity at Longwood. As much more serious, was
been just this past week with a matter of fact I predict twe performed twice in order for
more on campus in the next three different students to experience
"The battle of the I-egislative
years
which shows that performing the role, and also to
Board" that the administration
and Legislative Board have challenges are being made now give a new interpretation. All
finally recognized that there is an and that I>ongwood by accepting three scenes showed the
interest group on the campus the male student will experience tremendously hard work of Dr.
that's not going to wait five years a form of metamorphosis, a McGiffert and the students. Not
before the traditions of the school metamorphosis that will change only did the students profit from
it from a college to a university or this experience with Dr.
are challenged.
As the group continued to meet at the least from a girl's school to McGiffert, but the audience as
well.
in October and the resistance a college.
from the legislative Board and
Administration continued to
Longwood College
presents an exhibit
of works by
FACULTY
of
THE DEPARTMENT
OF ART
Lancaster Library
Gallery
November 12 December 17,1976

Cumbey
Jewelers
FXRMYII.I.E. VIRGINIA

Your ArtCarved
Diamond Center

GUARANTEED
WATCH REPAIR

Musician Frank Thornton
Performs In Coffeehouse

By ANNE CARTER STEPHENS taverns. He got started
Virginian Frank Thornton professionally in his music when
performed at the Student Union he joined a rock band when he
Coffee House Thursday, Friday, was a freshman at W & M. Since
and Saturday playing both the then he has been in 4 bands and is
now on his own "because it's
piano and the guitar.
Born
and
reared
in more secure to be depending on
Williamsburg, he attended the yourself." Since he has started
College of William and Mary, his career, he's been out west and
majoring in English. For the last has played in motels and lounges.
This ambitious musician plans
two years he has been playing as
to
take his musician career "as
a balladeer for the Historic Area
far
as it will go, but he "needs to
in Williamsburg, performing at
write to get there." He said that
writing your own music is the
only way to get alot of playing
songs. "There are lots of
MISERY'S CO. other's
good performers but not many
new writers." At the coffee
contemporary
house he performed some of his
own songs and others.
art crafts gifts
• -H ST
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Check it Out
The American Cancer Society says that a breast lump may
not mean cancer, but only your
doctor can tell. Early detection
could save vour life.
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Soccer Team Victorious
Over SVCC Players
By
MARGARET HAMMERSLEY
The men's soccer team
produced its first victory last
Thursday defeating Southside
Community College 6-0. The
match was an unusual one in
several respects. As liongwood
had previously played against
organized
soccer
teams,
Hampdcn-Sydney
and
Lynchburg, Southside was not an
organized team. That was to the
disadvantage of liongwood.
Southside was in the same
situation that Ixmgwood was in a
month ago and is now rising
above. Southside's goalie was the
• »nly man who looked as though
he had previously played soccer.
The team as a whole was not a
team; they could not produce
effective competition.
An additional unusual aspect to
last week's game was that
Southside's team included
several females — players. That
was a disadvantage to both
teams. Facing an unorganized
soccer team, plus one with
females, seemed to throw the
guys.
Longwood played a very
unusual and inconsistant game
Thursday. One minute they were
aggressive and the next they
were hesitant. Overall we were
slower
than
in
past
performances. longwood was set
up for a number of shots which
they did not take. We won, yet it
was not a hard soccer game.
Coach Williamson commented
on the performances of both
teams. He saw Southside as an
unorganized team which affected
the performance of Longwood,
•Because they (Southside) have
not played together long, they
lacked the 'togetherness' a
soccer team must have." He
added, "It also affected
liongwood's play because there
was no system or style of play
that was consistent. Therefore,
we were not consistent either."

Commenting on Longwood's
strategy the coach said, 'Due to
our experience in three previous
games, our offensive and
defensive strategy was more
effective."
I zing wood scored four goals
during the first half. The scoring
players were Bill Breedon,
Richard Hunt, David Yerkes, and
Todd Stebbing. Richard's and
Todd's goals were their first of
the season.
Goalfl in the second half were
scored again by Richard Hunt,
and Steve Nelson (also his first).
Back in play was Donnie Cox who
had been injured since the
beginning of the season.
The next scheduled game is
again against Southside, at
Southside, Dec. 2, 4:00 p.m.

ByDIANNEHARWOOD
Folly I: Update and Perspective
It's 2:25 a.m., I'm enjoying the
late movie from my hotel bed in
Rockhill, South Carolina. I must
admit, thought, I never expected
to see the Palmyra State. I wasn't
too optimistic on the hockey
team's chances of making it to
the Southeast Tournament. But
yet here we are; how we got here
and where we are going is the
topic of this article.
We got here by placing second
in the Tidewater Tournament last
weekend in Norfolk, Virginia.
The opening game saw Ixmgwood
defeat Old Dominion University
by a score of 2-0. Carol Filo had
the hot hand as she scored within
the first minute of the game. Miss
Filo scored again in the second
half to give \JC its two point
margin. This win put Ixmgwood
in the finals against their number
one rival, the College of William
and Mary.
As I stated previously, I didn't
have much confidence in the
team's ability to make it this far.
I also have been extremely
conservative with my praise —
but no more. Although longwood
lost to W & M 2-0, I have never
seen the Ixmgwood squad play
with such intensity and
concentrated effort. I watched
them sit down, state what they
were going to do, and do it. They
played an excellent game and
should have been proud of their
play.
However, the team was still a
bit down when they took the field
against ODU for second place.
ODU came out smokin' as they
scored in the first fifteer
minutes, but I.C's Terry Voit
snapped the team lull by scoring
immediately thereafter.
Longwood's momentum carried
over into the second half as
Terries Donohue and Voit
smacked in two beautiful goals to
give Longwood a 3-1 victory and a
berth
at
the
Southeast
Tournament.
So here we are, at Winthrop
( allege.
Rockhill.
South
Carolina. Unfortunately, tharV as
far as we will go. Longwood lost
in the opening round to a ver\
physical U. Va. team by a 3-1
tally. Longwood just had an off
day: they were flustered by U.
Va's rough tactics. But I have to
hand it to the girls — while U. Va
was hooking, tripping and
shoving. Longwood kept their

composure and played clean,
constructive field hockey.
The play-off for third saw
Longwood face off against
Madison College. It was a tight,
exciting contest of skill and pride
that saw LC walk off a 2-1 victor.
Madison drew first blood;
logwood's Cathy Ix)we came
back with a hard drive to even the
tally. With game time running
out and pressure being applied to
both goals, I^ady Luck tapped
Cathy Ixwe's stick again as she
popped in the winning goal. Final
score: Longwood 2, Madison. 1.
Even though the squad won't be
returning to Nationals, they have
a lot to be proud of and I, for
one. congratulate them. Cathy
Lowe
had
an
excellent
tournament as she scored all
three LC goals. Wing Terry
Donohue turned in a top-notched
performance, as did freshmen
Debbie Carl and Theresa Ware. It
was a long season, it was a hard
;>ne; and it was a good one. A
hearty hail and farewell to our
seniors Kathy Arthur, Jane
drier, Diane Connolly and
Theresa Matthews. They have
given four years of love,
dedication, tears and hard work
in the name of Longwood Field
Hockey and will be dearly
missed. With that, on to
basketball.
Folly II: A Sporting Prophesy
Having a million and one things
to do, I decided to procrastinate
(again) and journey to French
Gym to check out the new 19761977
Longwood
College
Basketball Team. I must admit
that it was nice to sit in the
balcony.
observing
and
reminiscing. I noticed that the
floor is still bad, and that the
favorite part of practice is still
the water break. But 1 al.su
noticed a foundation
one on
which a winning team could be
built. There is a lot of returning
experience, countered with the
new blood (if eight talented
freshmen. A championship
learn? Possibl)
There are several factors thai
could make or break the Squad

One that could hurt the team both
physically and mentally is the
injury problem. After attending
one practice. I saw two carried
off with ankle injuries, several
taped knees, and a couple on the
sidelines with crutches at their
feet. Coach Carolyn V. Hodges
offers comment: "The majority
of these injuries are a result of
general fatigue. The girls are
recovering from midterms and
Oktoberfest. and therefore not in
top physical shape." Injuries are
.ategoricalh in the hands of fate,
which we mere mortals cannot
control. But this is the onlj
negative I can deduct from m\
observations. And that's why this
season looks promising.
As 1 watched the dedicated
souls in a head) scrimmage. 1
noticed the external size of the
team
there is a lot of height
and a fair amount of body weight
It was pleasing to see them
utilizing this in a positive
manner; not to push and pull
their way through with it. The
girls seem to be exercising
aware of where the) are in
relation to everyone else. There
seems to be more mental errors
as opposed to physical ones, and
those should be eventually ironed
out with practice. Hopefully, this
kind of control will help alleviate
any kind of foul problems that
might arise
I was also keenly aware of
attitudes
good ones. Ever)
player seemed dy namically
energetic: the) approached the
situation with a light, health)
attitude. This is a pleasing fact;
hopeful I) the fun concept will be
predominant over the "win win
win" concept. There is no
superficial
rivalry,
no
r o in pet it i ve n e ss.
mil y
cooperation.
So things are looking up ill I lie
world of Longwood Basketball
The girls have good potential
and a good allidude," declares
Miss Hodges, and we are goin
In have ,i good team". She told
me this so niater-of-factly, that I
Iust had to believe her

Dr. John Millar
Faculty Colloquium Lecture
November 17 — 7:30 1'. M.
Wy^al Auditorium

Longwood Volleyball Teams Close
Season With Tri-Match
By TERI DUNNIVANT
On November 8, both of
Longwood's volleyball teams
traveled to Lynchburg College to
close out their seasons. The
varsity played in a tri-match
against Lynchburg and VPI,
while the JV's played against
Lynchburg's second team.
The JV's
played the first
match against Lynchburg, and
kept the record against that team
unblemished. In all the seasons of
volleyball at Longwood, the JV
team has never failed to beat
Lynchburg. The first game went
smoothly for IX; the score was
15-12. Lynchburg started off well
in the second game, but
I xmgwood gained the lead and
took the match with a 15-9 score.

This final victory left the JV
team with a 6-1 record for the
season and lots of hope for next
year. Coach Carolyn Price,
commenting on the JV's stated
that "the record showed them to
be one of the superior JV teams in
the state their spirit and
attitude helped them many times
to come from behind and win.'

one point and capturing the
match.
Lynchburg defeated Tech in
the second match, taking them in
two games. This was the
preliminary to their fourth
season match against Ixmgwood,
and served to psyche them for the
big game;
Big
because
Lynchburg had to win to make
the trip to State Tournaments

The varsity teams began play
at 7:00 with I/mgwood meeting
VPI. LC played well in the first
game against Tech's extreme
aggressiveness, and took it 15-12.
But in the second game nothing
worked for the Blues and Tech
was overwhelming — they shut
out LC 154. By the third game IX'
had regained some composure,
but Tech still had a tremendous
game, allowing Ixmgwood only

Longwood's normal rivalry
with Lyncburg intensified this
season due to the number of
matches played and the closeness
of the outcomes. It showed in
Lynchburg on Monday night, as
I/ongwood looked like a different
team on the floor against the
other LC.
The first game was an
improvement, but Longwood

dropped it to Lynchburg 15-8.
However, the Blues rallied in the
second and turned the store
around, beating Lynchburg 15-9.
The last, and deciding game, just
didn'l work for Longwood. it was
a real battle, but Lynchburg got
the game 15-11, and the match
the) needed. Longwood will
surely remember this match next
\ear
Now that the season is over,
Mrs Price is looking forward to
next year. She said she "enjoyed
working with both teams, and if
the) all come back we'll have
some kind of team next yeai
She noted that she thought
"everybody learned a lot this
season" and now they realize just
what they can do. So everybody
better watch out for longwood
volleyballers in the future'
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Chemistry Club
Honors Mr. Law
By the time
we're old enough to
have children, we've
been thoroughly sold
on the idea.
By our parents,
our grandparents,
our friends and
neighbors, the media,
everyone.
It's hard to
remember we ever
had a choice in the
first place.
But there is a
choice. Having a
child is a tremendous
responsibility and
an important decision.
Probably the most
important decision
we'll ever make.
And once it's
made, it can never
be undone.
Just remember..
you do have a choice.
So think about it,
and do what's right
for you.
For more information write:

National
Organization
for
Non-Parents
806 Reisterstown Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21208
I'd like to know more about N.O.N.
Please send me your free
"Am I Parent-Material'' package.

name

address

city/state/zip
100

Ears Pierced

FREE
WITH PURCHASE OF
EAR PIERCING EARRINGS

AT *6.95
• Non-Allergenic
• Surgical Stainless Steel
• 24 Kt. Gold Overlay
• All Ear Piercing Done
By Trained Specialist

• Any Day of the Week!

TKOAUK

Hit favelvi

Farmville, Va.

American Education Week
Sets Emphasis On Parents
By SHERRY HERALD
During the week of November
15-1!). communities throughout
(he United States will observe
American Education Week. The
Student Education Association
i SEA i on campus has tried to
inform local high school students,
;is well as the college faculty and
student body of American
Education Week (AEW) Several
members of the SEA will give
lectures concerning Education to
local chapters of The Future
Teachers of America iFTA).
American Education Week has
been observed annually since
1921. This nationwide event is
sponsored by the National
Education Association, The
American legion, the National
Congress of Parents and
Teachers, and the U. S. Office of
Education.
This year's theme for AEW is
Our Goal, Our Future, Quality
Education."
Emphasis is
directed towards parents, to get

involved in their children's
schools and to support the
teachers more. Students are also
urged to participate in curricular
activities. Student apathy has put
a damper on today's education
system.
The SEA held a tea for the
faculty of the Education
Department of Ixmgwood College
and the faculty of the Campus
school. This was in honor of those
who are trying to help teach
others to be better teachers.
The Campus School has also
observed American Education
Week. The school had open house
earlier in the month and has had
several different types of
activities
the
students
participated
in
honoring
American Education. During the
week, the parents of the children
at the Campus School are
welcomed and encouraged to
come and join the classes that
their children are in. The parents
and children are actively
involved in their education

By JO LEILI
On
Tuesday
evening,
November the 9th, a new
Longwood Organization, The
Chemistry Club, held its first
social function, in honor of
faculty member, Mr. Law. At
6:00 p.m., the club sponsored a
dinner as a farewell gesture to
Professor I^w, who will be
leaving his position as Assistant
Professor of Chemistry at
I^ongwood College, after 10 years
of teaching. Mr. I*»w\s new
position will be with the Carolina
Power and Light Company, in
Raleigh, North Carolina. Here,
he will be engaged as a Senior
Scientist in the Nuclear
Generation Center, and will be
concerned with research,
development, and safety.
Present at the dinner were,
President of the Chemistry Club,
Jo Leili, Vice-president, Anita
Dewell. Treasurer. Brenda
Williamson, Secretary, Betsy
O'Donnell and members of the
club. Also attending, were, head
of the Science Department, Dr.
Marvin Scott, head of the
Chemistry Department, Dr.
Maurice Maxwell, and Chemistry
Professors, Mr. Jack Hardy and
Dr. David Novae. Following the
dinner, a cake and memento
plaque were presented to Mr.
Law, to thank him for years of
valuable service as a member of
the Chemistry Department.
Mr. Ixiw has done research in
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Armed Forces
Radiobiological Research Institute and several other nuclear facilities. He has
published many articles in
technical journals, including the
official publications of the
American Chemical Society, the
Atomic Energy Society of Japan,
and the Health Physics Society.
He is a staunch defender of the
use of nuclear power to help solve
the nation's energy problems and
for many other purposes.
The recipient of research
grants from the National Science
Foundation, the Atomic Energy
Commission, the Society of
Sigma Xi, the Virginia Academy
of Science, and Longwood
College, I .aw was also awarded
the Sino-British scholarship and
Canadian
Industries
Ltd.
fellowship.
A member of the I/mgwood
faculty since 1966, I .aw received
the B. S. degree cum laude from
Canton Christian College and the
M.S. from New York University.
He has done additional graduate
study at the Polytechnic Institute
of New York, Texas A & M
University, and Louisiana State
University.

Music Dept.
Sets Recitals
Iiongwood College Department
of Music will hold departmental
recitals on November 16 and 18 at
1:00 p.m. in the music building.
These recitals are open to the
public at no charge. The
programs
will
include
performances by vocal and
instrumental majors in the
department and some student
compositions will be heard. The
following students will be
participating on these recitals:
Kenita Walker, Julie Forrest,
I .aura York, Susan Brinkley,
Pam Maitland, Pam McClain,
Pam Bowden, Linda Muley,
Diane Quinn, Anne Paule, Susan
Carpenter. Charles Mason, Nelle
Jones, Bill McKaig, Diane
l.owman. Diane McClain,
Richard Chisenhall, Susan
Bernard, Susan O'Brien, Shelby
Shelton, Tom Pultz and Abby
McChesney.

